Learn To Trade In Just 3 Days
Learning to trade can be very challenging but also quite rewarding. In Hong Kong for example
everyone trades, there is no mysticism surrounding it. In Japan as well, 40% of the world’s retail
traders reside in Japan this is phenomenal considering all the moans about Forex or stock trading
are confined to the Western world. Are we just stupid? I doubt it, we simply don’t take it seriously
enough and prefer to follow than lead.
I am going to attempt with a certain level of seriousness to explain how you can learn to trade in just
3 days. Unbelievable right? Very, very possible and I have done this for several private clients who
are all astonished on how simple this is.

Day 1
You would first have to detox off everything you have ever been taught, it is all bullshit, mind my
French. In my Ebook, The Guerrilla Trader I talk more on the deception of the charlatans in this
business. That book changed many lives. The Guerrilla Trader puts you in focus with a short concise,
full of examples approach. A total idiots guide to marrying technical and fundamental in a super fast
manner. I find if Traders are to succeed, they have to drop the defacto play book that is being sold
from here to Timbuktu and every forum by the deception army.

Day 2
By now you are cured of all delusion, you should even have some “no fucking way! ”moments. You
need to now immediately get yourself a TPO chart. You can find a download here with tons of
information at http://www.marketprofile.org/. Here you can see actual trades on the 90%
probability inefficiency trades. Grasping market profile is simple but requires a few hours of reading,
so we hope you like books. If you are not so much about books then grab our short UDEMY course
on Market Profile. This will be the most important step you take.

Day 3
Now that you are comfortable with the most important aspects of financial trading from a
professional perspective, start to experiment with some of the simple concepts. Do you prefer to be
an initiating buyer or a value trader? You would have answers to these questions. Market Profile is
the go to for all major institutions but totally inaccessible to the average investor. Like I said throw
the status quo out. Take a few practice trades. Now you are ready.
A short note on risk, as I said in the Ebook this is a high stakes game. No one is ever ready to fight. In
reality over time you will find your sweet spot. I have turned total losing traders to instant
profitability by tweaking their practices, and throwing out the status quo practices. I like to say if you
have been deceived often enough by the status quo you know you need to go the opposite way.

Follow us on Twitter @TradersClubLon and Like us on www.facebook.com/cmtradersclub
You can find my audio podcast Trading Titans, where are I reveal the secrets of the finance industry
and how to reach the truth to succeed. I have spent a decade in financial markets advising brokers
and funds, I hope this comes across in all I tell you. I am starting a revolution that will change the
retail trading world so join me and ditch the corrupt status quo.

